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Abstract

This article presents a comparison of the
accuracy of a number of different ap-
proaches for identifying cross language
term equivalents (translations). The meth-
ods investigated are on the one hand as-
sociative measures, commonly used in
word-space models or in Information Re-
trieval and on the other hand a Statisti-
cal Machine Translation (SMT) approach.
I have performed tests on six language
pairs, using the JRC-Acquis parallel cor-
pus as training material and Eurovoc as
a gold standard. The SMT approach is
shown to be more effective than the as-
sociative measures. The best results are
achieved by taking a weighted average of
the scores of the SMT approach and dis-
parate associative measures.

1 Introduction

This article deals with the identification of cross lan-
guage term equivalents, a topic interesting for its
applicability in a number of language technology
fields. The most obvious application is the automatic
construction of domain-specific bilingual dictionar-
ies. Such dictionaries are used in many different
settings, including e.g., rule-based Machine Trans-
lation and Computer-Assisted Language Learning.
Some approaches in Cross Language Information
Retrieval also rely on the existence of bilingual dic-
tionaries, for translating queries. The research pre-

sented in this article also integrates into Ontology
Learning; this is described in section 3.

Many researchers have proposed various kinds
of distributional association methods for the bilin-
gual dictionary extraction task, see e.g., (Church
and Gale, 1991), (Fung and Church, 1994) and
(Smadja et al., 1996). Other researchers have tried to
solve the task by using methods from SMT, see e.g.,
(Melamed, 2000) and (Tsuji and Kageura, 2004),
though the focus there is word alignment rather than
dictionary extraction.

This article presents a systematic comparison of
these two main approaches on a variety of language
pairs, using the JRC-Acquis parallel corpus (Stein-
berger et al., 2006) to train the models, and Eurovoc
V4.21 to evaluate the results. Contrary to what is
reported in (Sahlgren and Karlgren, 2005), the SMT
approach here outperforms the associative measures.
I also show that the results from the SMT approach
can be improved by weighting them together with
the results from the associative measures in an en-
semble approach.

2 Background

This section gives a brief overview of related work
using the associative measures and the SMT ap-
proach separately, followed by attempts to combine
the two.

2.1 Distributional association measures

A number of articles have been published during the
past two decades, where the distributional charac-
teristics of words or terms in natural language texts

1http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
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have been exploited in order to measure the seman-
tic similarity between those same words or terms.
In (Sahlgren, 2006), a major distinction is drawn
betweensyntagmaticand paradigmatic relations.
Words that stand in a syntagmatic relation to each
other are words likecradle – baby; there is a the-
matic connection, but the two words do not neces-
sarily share many semantic features. Conversely, the
wordscradle – bedare paradigmatically related, and
many more semantic features are shared. Lund and
Burgess (1996) refer to these relations asassociative
andsemantic, respectively. Sahlgren also links syn-
tagmatic relations to information contained in term-
document co-occurrence models and paradigmatic
relations to term-term co-occurrence models.

When dealing with large amounts of text, on
the order of giga- or terabyte, calculations on co-
occurrence matrices become very expensive, regard-
ing both resources and time. To bypass this problem,
different methods for reducing the dimensionality
of the matrices have been proposed. In (Sahlgren
and Karlgren, 2005), Random Indexing2 is used for
this very purpose, and the result is evaluated on a
bilingual lexical acquisition task. Another widely
used method for dimensionality reduction, the sin-
gular value decomposition (see e.g. (Golub and van
Loan, 1996)), has yet to be evaluated on the dictio-
nary extraction task. I hope to report on the results
of ongoing experiments in this direction in the near
future.

Regardless of whether dimensionality reduction
has been performed or not, each word or term (row
in the matrix) can be compared to each other word
or term, using similarity measures defined for vec-
tors. There is a plethora of such measures, many of
which have been evaluated on the present task, or
one similar to it. In (Ribeiro et al., 2000), a total of
28 different similarity measures are evaluated on ex-
tracting equivalents from aligned parallel texts. The
task is similar to the one presented here, but they use
one language pair (Spanish – Portuguese) for testing
on a parallel corpus containing about 18,000 words.
Two of the highest ranking measures in that evalua-
tion, the cosine measure and the Mutual Information
measure,3 are compared in section 3.

2See the quoted article for a description of the Random In-
dexing methodology.

3Referred to asAverage Mutual Informationin Ribeiro’s

How to exploit distributional models for solving
the task at hand is described more closely in sections
3.3.1 through 3.3.3.

2.2 Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)

GIZA++,4 which builds on IBM’s translation mod-
els 1–5 (Brown et al., 1993), produces a bilingual
dictionary file, where each source language word or
term is listed with its possible translations and as-
sociated probabilities. The most probable transla-
tion of a particular source term can thus be found
by sorting the possible translations in descending
order based on their associated probabilities and
then selecting the first translation in the sorted list.
Melamed (2000) describes three statistically based
approaches, all making use of co-occurrence infor-
mation coupled with e.g., a noise model or statis-
tical smoothing. Och and Ney (2003) propose ex-
tensions of IBM’s translation models and show im-
provements on a word alignment task; the system is
not evaluated on a dictionary extraction task.

2.3 Combining distributional association
measures with SMT

Tiedemann (2003) proposes a method for word
alignment which makes use of both distributional
association measures5 and the dictionary files pro-
duced by GIZA++ mentioned above. Note that the
evaluations performed there are on a token level,
rather than on a type level, which is what we are
interested in here. Tiedemann also uses other infor-
mation, such as string matching and part of speech,
and so is able to boost the performance of GIZA++
by weighting the scores of the different sources to-
gether. However, in at least one of Tiedemann’s
evaluations, including information from any other
source than GIZA++ resulted in a decrease in sys-
tem performance.

3 Experimental setup and results

I compare the results for the distributional models
when varying three different parameters:

1. Whether a matrix containing co-occurrence in-
formation based on shared neighbors (paradig-

evaluation.
4http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/web/Software/
5He refers to these measures asco-occurrence measures.
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matic) or shared documents/text segments
(syntagmatic) is used.

2. Whether Random Indexing or no dimensional-
ity reduction is used.

3. Whether cosine or Mutual Information is used
as the similarity measure.

I describe each alternative further in sections 3.3.1
through 3.3.3.

3.1 Translating terms

Why translate terms rather than words? Consider
e.g., ontologies and Ontology Learning (see e.g.,
(Cimiano, 2006)), a field growing in importance
along with the emergence of the Semantic Web. In
Ontology Learning, one of the main tasks is to iden-
tify all expressions that are of particular importance
within the domain of interest, e.g., medicine or law.
These expressions can consist of a single word or
they can be multi-word units. When we are look-
ing at a particular domain, these expressions are as-
sumed to correspond to the terms in that domain. A
lot of work in the field of Term Extraction has been
carried out towards automating the term extraction
process (see e.g., (Castellvı́ et al., 2001; Jacquemin,
2001)).

After term extraction, the next question of inter-
est for an ontology engineer would be whether some
of the extracted terms refer to the sameconcept. A
concept, as I use the term here, is compatible with
the topmost point in Peirce’s semiotic triangle (Og-
den and Richards, 1923), connecting symbols (here
terms) with objects or phenomena in the real world.
Roughly, if we are dealing with terms from the same
language that refer to the same concept, we say that
these terms aresynonyms. If the terms are from dif-
ferent languages, we call themequivalents. It is the
latter that I am interested in identifying in this study.
In the ontology learning application scenario, we are
interested in finding equivalence relations between
termsin the source and target languages – relations
between terms and non-terms (“regular words”) or
relations purely between non-terms are only of sec-
ondary interest.

In my experiments, I assume that the term ex-
traction has already been carried out correctly. This
means two things:

1. The task for the systems consists in translating
the Eurovoc terms.

2. The translation candidates are limited to the tar-
get language terms – no non-terms are allowed
as translation candidates.

This may seem like a rigid restriction. However, if
we assume that the term extraction process has been
carried out correctly and we also assume that aterm
in the source language is always translated with a
term in the target language, this restriction is needed
for sake of consistency.

3.2 Data and gold standard

I used the JRC-Acquis parallel corpus for build-
ing the distributional models and for training the
GIZA++ system. The corpus consists of legal
texts concerning matters involving the EU. I have
used all pairwise combinations of the following
languages in my experiments: German, English,
French and Swedish. This means that six language
pairs have been evaluated and thus twelve directions
of translation. The number of words per language
varies between 6.5 million (Swedish) and 7.8 mil-
lion (French).

The parallel corpora are distributed in a format
where they have been aligned automatically on a
paragraph level. The paragraphs are very short and
usually only contain one sentence or even one part
of a sentence. There are two alignment versions
available for download;6 I used the version pro-
duced by the Vanilla aligner7 in my experiments. To
ease some of the usual problems caused by sparse
data (which is even worse when working with terms
than with words), I lemmatized the texts using In-
trafind’s8 LiSa system for morphological analysis
(Hjelm and Schwarz, 2006). The Swedish texts,
though, had to be left unprocessed, due to a lack of
resources.

As a gold standard, against which to check the
translations proposed by the system, I used Eurovoc
V4.2, a freely available multilingual thesaurus ex-
isting in more than 20 languages and covering top-
ics where the EU is active. The thesaurus con-

6http://wt.jrc.it/lt/Acquis/
7http://nl.ijs.si/telri/Vanilla/doc/ljubljana/
8http://www.intrafind.de
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tains 6,645 concepts, each of which is given ade-
scriptor, or recommended term, in each language.
These descriptors constitute my gold standard; when
the system translates the descriptor for a concept
in the source language with the descriptor for the
same concept in the target language, the translation
is counted as correct, otherwise as incorrect. I also
lemmatized the descriptors, in order for the gold
standard to be on the same format as the corpora.

Next, I applied a very simple term spotting tech-
nique (for more on term spotting, see (Jacquemin,
2001)). Going through each text from left to right,
I simply marked the longest matching string of
complete words, that also is a descriptor for the
language in question, as a term. I marked the terms
so that they would be recognizable and so that the
system would be able to treat them as single textual
units. For example:

A new accounting system was installed.⇒

a new ACTERM accounting system#4362 be

install .

3.3 Comparing the distributional models

Throughout all experiments, I use thelog2 of the
frequencies in the models rather than using raw fre-
quencies. The intuition behind this is that a word
co-occurring twice with another word should be
weighted higher than a word that co-occurs only
once – but probably nottwice as high. In Informa-
tion Retrieval, using log frequencies, or thelogarith-
mic term frequency, is a standard technique. It has
also been applied successfully e.g., to the closely
related problem of automatic thesaurus discovery
(Grefenstette, 1994).

The matrix rows are then normalized so that the
vectors are of unit length, in preparation for using
the cosine measure.

3.3.1 Syntagmatic vs. paradigmatic models

When building the syntagmatic model, rows rep-
resent terms and columns represent documents, or in
this case paragraphs. One model per language and
language pair is needed, since the paragraph align-
ment is unique to each language pair.

When building a paradigmatic model, one
usually makes use of a fixed-size sliding window

to determine which words are to be considered
neighbors of the focus word. In these experiments,
I use the target language part of the alignment unit
as the window, as illustrated in figure 1. Nothing
actually forces us to use thetarget language words
as features, we might as well use thesource lan-
guage words as features, or use both. I will return
to this point in section 3.3.4. I make no adjust-
ment for the proximity of the words, since I do
not wish to make any assumptions about the simi-
larity of word order between the languages involved.

Figure 1:Constructing the paradigmatic model for translating
from German to English. The focus word is circled.

3.3.2 Random indexing vs. full matrix

As mentioned previously, I wanted to compare
the effects of using no dimensionality reduction with
that of using Random Indexing. Of course, using a
reduced matrix can give computational benefits (see
section 2.1), especially when working with larger
text collections. Here, I am mainly interested in the
effects it might have on theaccuracyof the system.

3.3.3 Cosine vs. Mutual Information

It would have been methodologically pleasing to
try the different kinds of similarity measures with
all combinations of syntagmatic vs. paradigmatic
models, paired with both options for dimensional-
ity reduction named previously. However, apply-
ing the Mutual Information measure does not make
sense after the dimensionality reduction has been
performed, since most or all vectors will be dense by
then, containing few or no zeros. I use the following
following formula to calculate Mutual Information:

∑

x,y

p(x, y)log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

This typically presupposes a binary representation,
meaning that if the number of zero-entries in all vec-
tors is very low or zero, the measure will judge most
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or all vectors to be equally similar to each other. I
therefore refrained from evaluating the Mutual In-
formation measure on models where dimensionality
reduction had been performed. For the cosine mea-
sure, since the vectors are of unit length, I only have
to calculate the dot product between the two vectors.

Given the great number of similarity measures
available, it would have been possible to include
many more in the evaluation. The cosine measure
was chosen because of its widespread application
in Information Retrieval and the Mutual Information
measure because of its acceptance in the Information
Theory community along with its giving the best re-
sults in the comparison in (Ribeiro et al., 2000).

3.3.4 Results for the comparison of the
distributional models

For each combination of settings, I evaluated each
of the twelve translation directions. Again, as men-
tioned in section 3, I only consider the descriptors of
the target language as translation candidates. As in-
put to the system, I use all source language descrip-
tors that occur at least once in the source language
text of the parallel corpus at hand. I also split the
descriptors into eleven frequency classes (counted
separately for each of the twelve directions of trans-
lation): 1, 2–5, 6–10, 11–50, 51–100, 101–500,
501–1000, 1001–5000, 5001–10000, 10001–50000
and 50001<=. I calculated the average accuracy
for all twelve directions of translation, for each fre-
quency class as well as the overall accuracy, regard-
less of frequency (displayed later in table 1). Figure
2 shows a comparison of all applicable combinations
of settings when working with paradigmatic models.
Figure 3 shows the same comparison for the syntag-
matic models.

As mentioned in section 3.3.1, there is no inherent
reason to choose the target language words as fea-
tures when building a paradigmatic model. In fact,
since four languages were involved in these experi-
ments, I made an experiment where words from all
four languages were used as features. As can be seen
in table 1 (where this method is labeled “Paradigm-
Full-Cosine-CL”), this brought a very moderate in-
crease in performance, but still makes this the most
effective paradigmatic model.
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Figure 2: Paradigmatic models. “Full” stands for no dimen-
sionality reduction, “MI” for Mutual Information and “RI” for
Random Indexing
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Figure 3:Syntagmatic models.

3.4 SMT vs. the distributional models

I ran the GIZA++ system with the standard settings
provided in the publicly available distribution. Since
all terms are treated as single words by the system,
after the term spotting applied during preprocess-
ing, we sidestep the problem of the lacking possi-
bility in GIZA++ of capturing many-to-many rela-
tions. Figure 4 displays a comparison between the
best performing syntagmatic and paradigmatic mod-
els with the results from GIZA++. “CL” in the figure
stands for “Cross Language” and refers to the fact
that words from all four languages involved were
used as features when training that model.

3.5 Ensemble method

I combined the results of the top performing models,
shown in figure 4, in an ensemble method. The
idea here is that, even though the statistical model
outperforms the other two, they may still contain
useful information that the statistical model is
missing. There are at least two factors one would
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Figure 4:Top performing models compared: syntagmatic (la-
beled Doc-Full Cosine), paradigmatic (labeled CL-Full Cosine)
and statistical (labeled GIZA++).

like to consider when combining the results of
the different systems: how confident each system
is of its decision (modeled in theS′ function
below) and how accurate the system has been in
the past (modeled in theS′′ function below). For
each source language term, I look at the top ten
translation candidates for each of the three models.
The scores for each model are rescaled, so that
the scores for the top ten translation candidates for
a particular source term sum to one, or, equivalently:

S′(x, y) = S(x,y)∑
yi

S(x,yi)

wherex is the source term,y a translation candidate,
S the scoring function andS′ the rescaled scoring
function. I then weight the scores from each model
according to how accurately it performed on one
direction of translation for one language pair,9

which I set aside for testing during this particular
experiment. The scoring function which is finally
used to re-rank the top ten suggestions from the
three models looks like this:

S′′(x, y) = α∗S′

a(x, y)+β∗S′

b(x, y)+γ∗S′

c(x, y)

whereα, β andγ are the accuracies of the respec-
tive models, normalized so thatα + β + γ = 1.10

Basically, this amounts to theaverage combination
rule, which is a standard way of combining multiple

9I used German to French, to have one Germanic and one
Romance language.

10This resulted in the following parameters, for the paradig-
matic, syntagmatic and statistical models, respectively:α =

0.313 β = 0.334 γ = 0.353.

Percent correct
Paradigm-Full-Cosine 56.0
Paradigm-Full-MI 52.4
Paradigm-RI-Cosine 55.1
Paradigm-Full-Cosine-CL 56.2
Syntagm-Full-Cosine 61.4
Syntagm-Full-MI 58.7
Syntagm-RI-Cosine 58.1
GIZA++ 64.4 (64.0)
Ensemble 65.8 (65.3)

Table 1: Percent correct over all frequency classes, totally
37,316 translations evaluated. Numbers in parenthesis show
results when German-French is not included (this direction
of translation was used for parameter tuning in the ensemble
method).

classifiers (Tax et al., 2000). The results, displayed
in figure 5, show a slight improvement when com-
pared to using the statistical model alone. Finally,
table 1 shows the percent correct for each method,
regardless of frequency class.
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Figure 5:Comparing GIZA++ to the ensemble method.

4 Discussion and future work

Using the non-reduced matrix gives the highest cor-
rectness figures, both for the syntagmatic and the
paradigmatic models, though the reduced version is
trailing closely for the paradigmatic model, as seen
in figure 2. There are possible computational ben-
efits of using a reduced representation. However,
since both data structures and algorithms designed
for working with sparse matrices and vectors exist,
one would have to investigate just where the break-
ing point lies. For the current experiments, using
the non-reduced, sparse matrix proved more efficient
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both in terms of time and in terms of memory usage,
since the reduced matrices have to work with dense
representations. It should be noted that when using
Random Indexing, the results will vary with the di-
mensionality of the matrix and the number of non-
zero elements used in the random vectors. I used a
dimensionality of 1800 and an average of eight non-
zero elements (positive and negative), which lies in
the range of what is suggested in (Sahlgren, 2006).
We note a larger gap in accuracy between the re-
duced and the full matrix for the syntagmatic models
than for the paradigmatic models (0.9% vs. 3.3%).
From this we can hypothesize that the reduced syn-
tagmatic model would have performed better using
a higher dimensionality, considering that the non-
reduced syntagmatic models have a higher dimen-
sionality than the non-reduced paradigmatic models.
This is left for future experiments to confirm.

The syntagmatic models consistently outperform
the paradigmatic models in these experiments. I
am not aware of another study which has directly
compared these two approaches on the current task.
Further, the cosine measure outperforms the Mu-
tual Information measure in the cases where a direct
comparison can be made. This is contrary to what
Ribeiro (2000) reported, but the experiments de-
scribed here have been conducted on a much larger
corpus with a larger variability of languages – per-
haps this could explain the differences in the results.

Further, the statistical approach clearly outper-
forms both the paradigmatic and the syntagmatic
models. This is again contrary to what Sahlgren
and Karlgren (2005) report. However, they claim
an accuracy of “something less then 1/3” for the
GIZA++ system, which lies far below the 64.4%
measured here. The two evaluations can not be di-
rectly compared, due to several differences in the
methodology of the experiments. The most impor-
tant difference, which probably by itself explains the
vast discrepancy when measuring the performance
of GIZA++, is that this study uses texts aligned on
a paragraph level, whereas Sahlgren and Karlgren
used texts aligned on adocumentlevel. Sahlgren and
Karlgren are also studyingwords, not terms, which
makes their task harder, since they have to pick the
correct word out of 40,000 to 70,000 translation can-
didates, whereas this study typically only has about
3,500 terms as translation candidates. On the other

hand, the evaluation applied here is stricter, since
only the descriptor in the target language is counted
as correct, where Sahlgren and Karlgren also count
partial matches in the target language part of a bilin-
gual dictionary as correct.

The correctness for terms occurring only once
seems low, at slightly below 40%. Consider, though,
that there is no guarantee that the corresponding tar-
get language descriptor co-occurseven oncewith
these terms. Such cases can arise from e.g., faulty
sentence alignment or from the (human) translator
choosing to use a different term than the descriptor
in the target language translation.

Using the ensemble method described in sec-
tion 3.5, the results are boosted with 1.3% points.
Though the increase is relatively small, the dif-
ference is statistically significant beyond the 0.001
level according to McNemar’s test. If we use a
more lenient evaluation method, counting each re-
sult as correct if the corresponding descriptor occurs
among the top three translation candidates, GIZA++
achieves 66.9% correct translations on average and
the ensemble method reaches 68.6%. Extending this
to the top ten candidates, we get 67.2% for GIZA++
and 70.3% for the ensemble method – a difference
of 3.1% points. The rather small increases in cor-
rectness for GIZA++ using the lenient evaluation
methods can most likely be explained by the internal
thresholds in the system. Due to these thresholds,
GIZA++ most often returnslessthan ten translation
candidates for any given source term, which means
that the system will not profit as much from using
these lenient evaluation schemes.

5 Conclusions

I have compared two distributional models with a
statistical method on the task of identifying cross
language term equivalents. I have used all directions
of translation between four European languages in
the evaluation and I have used texts and a thesaurus
covering European Union terminology to evaluate
the methods. The paradigmatic distributional mod-
els were outperformed by the syntagmatic models
and the cosine measure worked better than the Mu-
tual Information measure. Both types of distribu-
tional models were outperformed by GIZA++, a
SMT system. Combining the results of the top per-
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forming distributional models with the results of
GIZA++ gives a statistically significant increase in
accuracy.
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